Camelot

The story begins in an age gone by, when two people fell in love, marry and begin to create a new life for themselves and those in their land. However, where there are ideals, there is also corruption. A few fatal decisions forever change the nature of our characters' lives, sending their mythical kingdom on a perilous course destined for destruction. But if those watching learn from their triumphs and mistakes, then once again a stronghold may stand where might is used for right and man quests once more for honor and justice.
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Scenes and Musical Numbers

Time and Place: Medieval England

Act 1

Scene 1: A hilltop near Camelot - a long time ago
I Wonder What the King is Doing Tonight

Scene 2: The Great Hall
Arthur's Death - Five years later
Simple Joys of Maidenhood

Scene 3: In the forest near Camelot - Immediately following

Scene 4: Countryside near Camelot - A few months later
Cree Me

Scene 5: A glen near the castle - Immediately following

Scene 6: Camelot - Two months later
Down to Handle a Woman

Scene 7: The Dressing: Tents outside the Jousting Field - The next day

Scene 8: The Grandstand of the Field - Immediately following
The Jousts

Scene 9: Arthur's Death - Early evening, the same day
Before I Gaze at You Again

Scene 10: The Great Hall - Immediately following
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